Business Intelligence
for
Retail

Benefit from
ScienceSoft BI expertise
By offering analytic tool development &
support, on-demand reporting and
comprehensive data analysis, ScienceSoft
helps its Customers get valuable benefits.

 Smooth shifting to omni-channel
retailing
 Improve marketing and
promotions’ efficiency by using
reliable predictive models
 Vendor portfolio optimization
 Average purchase value increase
due to optimized assortment
and merchandising
 Loss Prevention/Detection due to
timely analysis & reporting
 Security level increase due to
video pattern recognition

ScienceSoft is
an experienced Business Intelligence (BI) provider to fulfil the
most challenging analytic projects. We offer a wide range of BI
services that covers significant part of data analysis and
reporting for retail.



Profound data analysis. ScienceSoft provides comprehensive
modelling and data analysis to optimize marketing strategy, supply
chain, increase sales and consumer satisfaction, etc.



Advanced reporting services. We build clear and intuitive reports to
help you understand your current position and provide information for
further improvements.



BI Infrastructure implementation. We offer high-grade infrastructure
services from hardware consulting and selling software licenses to
data warehouse creation.



Complex predictive models
for products, prices, regions,
stores, etc.



Statistical models to manage
risks



Machine learning algorithms
and methods for improved
merchandising



Video pattern recognition to
reveal shoplifters

 Decision support methods for
optimum assortment and
shop development strategy

We offer

Profound data analysis
Based on its rich scientific background,
ScienceSoft provides deep data mining
services to help companies retrieve real
business opportunities and put them into
action.

We offer

Rich reporting services
ScienceSoft helps retail companies better
understand their marketplace and discover
hidden opportunities. We create
compound reports to track consumers’
behavior, SKUs’ performance, item
movement, etc. to help your business grow.

 Performance reports by
channel, division, region, store,
department, product category
or brand.
 Comparison reports on
brands and SKUs
 Optimization reports on sales
and item movement data.
Help understand demand,
optimize staffing levels, and
improve inventory turn, etc.



Data warehouse
development



Data integration from
distributed data sources



ETL and data cleansing



Developing OLAP and
ROLAP systems



Very large database



Data replication between
store and headquarter



Implementation of data
security solutions

We offer

BI infrastructure
We help retail industry gain a competitive
advantage through a well-designed BI
infrastructure. ScienceSoft offers end-toend services starting from hardware
consulting and selling software licenses to
data warehouse creation.

 Accurate analysis of digital and
physical space to assure their
smooth convergence

Omni-channel
retailing
Leverage from ScienceSoft
profound Business Intelligence
experience to set up efficient and
productive omni-channel retailing

HOT trend

 Customized BI approach to supply
chain and products’ analysis
 Product & price management
optimization through complex data
modelling.
 Consumer segmentation for
diversified sales approach &
demand forecasting based on
past experience

 Taking care of timely online
information delivery to the
consumers by profound web
development services

By using complex predictive
modelling based on historical data,
ScienceSoft helps retailers increase
sales and consumer satisfaction by
answering the following questions:

Predictive Analytics
Benefit from ScienceSoft
collaboration with leading research
institutions. Get the answers to
those questions that drives profit.

HOT trend

 What if I replace brand A with
brand B?
 What if I expand a product
category with a particular
brand?
 What if I change price on the
defined products?
 What if I change arrangement of
goods?
 Other “what ifs”

 Balance vendor portfolio

Vendor
Management

Due to a combination of data
reporting & analysis, ScienceSoft
addresses important questions in
supply chain and vendor
management

ever HOT

 Discover which vendors are
driving growth and profitability
 Identify middle-of-the-pack
vendors with top-tier potential
 Identify which vendors perform
best by channel / region /
consumer segment

 Be well-prepared for fruitful
negotiations with vendors

Data sources and data integration
ScienceSoft has profound experience in data integration from
distributed sources to provide reliable insights.
We use all the available information to build trustworthy models
and reports.

 Points of sales

 CRM systems

 RFID and barcode reader

 Visual audits

 Handled scanner

 HRM system

 ERP systems

 PLM system for private labels

How does it work
ScienceSoft works closely with leading research institutions
focused on data modelling, statistics and computer science to
deliver the best analytic results to our Customers.

Data sources


Merchandising plan



Loyalty programs



E-commerce website
logs



Promotions



Receipt data



Catalog orders



External sources

Results
Data analysis
Shopper behavior model
SKU model

Predictions
Alerts
Recommendations
Reports



Consumer basket cost
increase



Stockpiles decrease



Favorable terms from
vendors



Shopper retention
increase



Reducing shoplifting

Cooperation process
To ensure the highest quality of the project, ScienceSoft team
takes care of each stage starting from business analysis to final
solution implementation and performance evaluation.

Investigate business needs
Investigate store (chain) structure and data availability

Propose a solution
Implement Proof of Concept

We offer

Additional services
In addition to Business Intelligence,
ScienceSoft offers a set of professional
services to improve your day-to-day
activities.

Customer Relationship Management
We offer CRM configuration and
customization services based on MS
Dynamics CRM to manage
relationships with consumers and
suppliers in the most efficient and
profitable way.
Remote Infrastructure Management
ScienceSoft offers end-to-end IT
services from IT infrastructure design
to its everyday maintenance.
Security Information and Event
Management
ScienceSoft as an IBM Security
Business Partner offers SIEM
implementation and consulting that
helps prevent data theft and reduce
fraud.

Why ScienceSoft
ScienceSoft works in the BI & Data Science since 1989. The
company has contributed to 35+ patents in artificial intelligence
and pattern recognition.
Among the users of our BI software were such well-known
market players as Unilever, Colgate-Palmolive, Caterpillar,
Motorola and others.



Experience in Artificial Intelligence and pattern recognition since 1989



Solid retail & CPG expertise



Strong analytic background



Collaboration with leading research institutions



Software vendor neutrality



Bespoke analytics

Let’s keep in touch!
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